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It is shown that if G is an arbitrary upper semicontinuous decomposition of E” for which 
r(No) embeds in S” for some m P 3. then the decomposition space En/G embeds as a closed 
subset of E”*mt’. The proof consists of constructing a cell-like upper semicontinuous decomposi- 
tion d of En*“‘-’ which intersects E” to yield precisely G and using Edwards’ Cell-Like 
Approximation Theorem to show that d is shrinkable. As an immediate corollary, En/G embeds 
in En+“+’ whenever G is an arbitrary k-dimensional upper semicontinuous decomposition of 
E”. This is an improvement of (n - l)-dimensions over the corresponding dimension theoretic 
result and examples due to Daverman show that this result is sharp in case n is odd and off by 
no more than one dimension in case n is even. 
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0. Introduction 
If G is a k-dimensional upper semicontinuous decomposition of an n-dimensional 
separable metric space X, then dim X/G s n + k + 1 and basic dimension theory 
implies that X/G embeds in Euclidean (2n + 2 k + 3) -space. If X = E” we can get 
a better restriction on the dimension of the decomposition space, namely 
dim E “/ G s n + k and E “/ G embeds in Euclidean (2 n + 2 k + 1) -space. It is natural 
to ask whether this is the best possible result. Specifically, we pose the following 
question. 
For each k 2 0 and n > 1, what is the smallest dimensional Euclidean space that 
admits an embedding of every decomposition space arising from a k-dimensional 
upper semicontinuous decomposition G of E”? 
It is well known that if G is assumed to be cell-like and n zz 4, then k s n and 
the decomposition space embeds in E”+l [l, Chapter 261. The existence of non- 
shrinkable cell-like decompositions of En with exactly one nondegenerate lement 
shows that this is best possible. Thus, this paper specifically addresses the question 
in case G is not cell-like. 
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Section 1 contains some definitions, notation, and basic concepts used throughout 
the paper. In Section 2, we construct from a given finite dimensional (non-cell-like) 
upper semicontinuous decomposition G of E” and a given embedding CL of .TT(N~) 
(defined in Section 1) into some m-sphere S” a cell-like upper semicontinuous 
decomposition G of En+m+’ whose restriction to E” yields the original decomposi- 
tion G. The main results are stated in Section 3. In particular, we state that d is 
shrinkable in case m 2 3 and this implies that En/G embeds in Entm+‘. This 
provides a partial answer to the question posed above, namely that En/G embeds 
in E nc2k+2 in case G is k-dimensional (k 3 l), an improvement of n - 1 dimensions 
over the dimension theoretic result. These techniques do not work in case k =0 
and we include an appendix at the end of the paper which contains a proof that 
En/G embeds in Ent2 in case G is O-dimensional. The shrinkability of d is proved 
in Section 4 and we construct some examples and discuss the sharpness of the results 
in Section 5. 
The author expresses his appreciation to Professors R.J. Daverman and J.J. Walsh 
for many enlightening conversations and for their helpful advice. 
1. Definitions, notation, and basic concepts 
An upper semicontinuous decomposition G of a space X is said to be (closed) 
k-dimensional provided (the closure of) n(NG) is k-dimensional. Here ir: X -, X/G 
denotes the decomposition map and N G, the nondegeneracy set of G, denotes the 
union of the nondegenerate elements of G. We use the abbreviation USC for upper 
semicontinuous and we use HG to denote the collection of nondegenerate elements 
of G. The basic theory of USC decompositions of manifolds appears in [l]. 
Let G be an USC decomposition of Euclidean n-space E”. An open cover % of 
E” is G-saturated if whenever g E G, U E %, and g n U # 0, then g c U. The 
decomposition G is shrinkable provided for each G-saturated open cover % of E” 
and for each open cover V of E”, there is a homeomorphism h of E” such that 
for each x E E”, {x, h(x)} is contained in some element of %, and for each g E G, 
h(g) is contained in some element of “v: One consequence of Bing’s Shrinkability 
Criterion is that if G is shrinkable, then En/G is homeomorphic to E” [ 1, Chapter 
51. 
A metric space X satisfies the Disjoint Disks Property, abbreviated as DDP, in 
case arbitrary pairs of maps of the 2-disk B2 into X can be approximated by maps 
with disjoint images. This means that given maps fi, f2 : B2 -+ X and a positive number 
E, there are maps p,,pz:B2_*X with fi E-close to pi for iE{1,2} and p,(B’)n 
p2( B2) = 0. A decomposition G is cell-like if each g E G is cell-like, that is, each g 
is null-homotopic in every neighborhood of itself. The principal method that we 
use in detecting that a cell-like USC decomposition of E” is shrinkable appears in 
the Cell-like Approximation Theorem of R.D. Edwards. 
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Cell-Like Approximation Theorem. [2] and [l, Chapter 241. Let G be a cell-like 
USC decomposition of an n-manifold M where n 3 5. Then G is shrinkable if and only 
if Ml G is finite dimensional and sarisfies the DDP. 
Given an USC decomposition G of E” and a positive number E, G(E) is the 
decomposition of E” whose nondegenerate elements are the elements of G with 
diameter greater than or equal to E. It is easy to see that if G is USC, then G(E) is 
USC and NGcEj is a closed subset of E”. 
Throughout this paper, we make no distinction between E” and E” x{O}C E” X 
E” = E”‘” nor between S” and {O}XS”c E”x Em+’ = En+“+‘. S” always 
denotes the unit m-sphere in Em+‘. We use the usual normed linear structure on 
E”: for elements x and y in E”, 1x1 is the usual Euclidean norm on x and Ix- yI 
is the usual Euclidean distance between x and y. For subsets A c E” and B c Em, 
A+B={a+bEEflfmIaEA and bEB}. F or a compact subset g of E” and E > 0, 
S(g) is the diameter of g, co(g) is the convex hull of g, and B,(g, E”) is the 
e-neighborhood of g in E”. cl U denotes the closure of the subset U of E”. 
2. The decomposition d 
Let G be a finite dimensional USC decomposition of En and let JI: rr(Nc;) + S” = 
{0} x S” c E” x Em+’ be an embedding of the image of the nondegeneracy set of 
G under the decomposition map into the m-sphere 9”. It is the purpose of this 
section to construct a finite dimensional cell-like USC decomposition d of Entmt’ 
with dn E” = G, where d n E” = {g n E” 1 g E 6}. In Section 3 we show that for 
m k 3 the decomposition d is shrinkable. This induces an embedding of En/G into 
E ncm+l and in particular shows that if G is a k-dimensional (k 5 1) USC decomposi- 
tion of E”, then En/G embeds in EncZkt2. We begin the construction of d by 
introducing first an intermediate decomposition G of E”+“‘+‘. 
For g E H,, let uB = +( r(g)) E S” and let A, be the straight line segment in Em+’ 
of length 6(g) from 0 to S(g) * a,. Define g^ by g^= (g+A,)u (co(g)+6(g)a,) = 
{x+ta,IxEgandOsr d S(g), or x E co(g) and t = 6(g)}. d is the product of g with 
an interval of length 6(g) in the direction determined by +(r(g)) ‘capped off’ at 
the S(g) level with a copy of the convex hull of g. Notice that g^ is cell-like and 
g^ n E” = g. We would like to be able to say that the collection 6 = (2 lg E HG} 
determines an USC decomposition of E”+m+’ by trivially extending d to E “tmc’ 
and then hope that this decomposition is shrinkable. However, this is not the case. 
It is the ‘capping off’ of $ with a copy of co(g) in order to gain cell-likeness that 
causes us to lose upper semicontinuity. We remedy this by first giving up cell-likeness 
in order to obtain upper semicontinuity, and later on adding in cell-likeness. 
Let Eg denote the upper ‘half space’ of En”“+’ spanned by E” and uB, that is, 
Eg = {x + tu, 1 x E E”, t 3 O}, and let l$ = E,\E “. We are ready to define the decompo- 
sition G. For g E &, let g = g u { y E & 1 every neighborhood of y in E”+‘“+l inter- 
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sects some element of G nontrivially}. In particular, notice that g c g and g n E” = g. 
Let G be the decomposition of En+“‘+’ with HG = {g 1 g E HG}. We suspect that G 
is USC since g is constructed so that if h E G and h is very ‘close’ to g, then h^ (and 
thus hopefully i) is ‘close’ to g. We confirm this suspicion in Propositions 2.1 and 
2.2 below. 
Proposition 2.1. (A) g c co(g) + A, ={x+tugIx~co(g),0~t~6(g)}. (B) Suppose 
x~E”andrhereisan~~O~othatgnclB,(x,E”)=0. ThengnB,(x,E”‘““)=O. 
(C) g is closed in Eg and therefore in En+m+L. 
Note that Proposition 2.1(A) and (C) immediately implies that g is compact. 
Proof. (A) Let y E g A i$ Then y = x + la, where x E E” and t > 0. By the definition 
of g, we can find a sequence xi = xi + fiU, E gi E 6 where xi E co(g,) and 0 s ti d S(g,) 
SO that Zi + y. But then Xi + X, ti * f, and since t # 0, ug, + Us Applying $-’ to the 
sequence ug, gives r(g,) + a(g) so that, in particular, limsup S(gi) s S(g), in which 
case 0~ t s 6(g). To complete the proof, observe that since x, E co(g,), Xi -, x, and 
r(gi)+ r(g), then x~co(g) and y=~+t~,~co(g)+A~ 
(B) Suppose that g n 23, (x, E ntm+‘) # 0. Choose y E g with IX - ~1 C E and Zi E gi E 
G so that Zi+y. Since gnE”=g and gnB,(x,E”)=0, yeE” and therefore 
r(gi) + r(g) (as shown above) and we may choose an integer m so large that 
g,nclB,(x,E”)=Oand I,?,,,-x[<E. Now z,=w+tu,,, forsome wEco(g,) and 
OS r~ 6(g,). If w E g,, then I w-xl d (I w--xl*+ Y*)~‘* = lz,-XI < E which contra- 
dicts the fact that g, n cl B,(x, E”) = 0. Therefore w E co(g,)\g, and by the defini- 
tion of &, t =6(g,). There are elements wI, Wang,,, so that w lies in the line 
segment from wi to w2. Let (Y be as shown in Fig. 1 and observe that I w-xl 2 
(g*_**)‘/* and t=S(g,)~Iw,-w,lB2a>a. Therefore, lz,-XI = 
(Iw- xi*+ t*)“* >(,*-,*+,*)‘/*= E, which contradicts lz, - xl < E. Therefore, g n 
R(x, E n+m+l) = 0. 
(C) Let y E EB with y & g. If y E J!?g then it easily follows from the definition of g 
that there is an open set U in EB with y E U and U n g = 0. If Y E En, then the same 
result easily follows from (B). Therefore, g is closed in EB 
Proposition 2.2. G is an USC decomposition of En+“‘+‘. 
Proof. The previous proposition establishes that each g E Hc is compact. Let 
15 = NG u E” and let A be the restriction of G to A; that is, fl is the decomposition 
of fi whose nondegenerate elements consist of precisely the nondegenerate elements 
of G. We show that A is closed in En+“‘+’ and A is an USC decomposition of &? 
in which case G is the trivial extension to E”+mtl of the USC decomposition fi of 
the closed subset 15 so that G itself is USC. 
Let yi E gi and yi + y E E”. Use Proposition 2.1(B) to show that there is a positive 
number M so that gin B,(O, E”) # 0 for each i (choose M > 1~1). Let Xi E gi with 
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Fig. 1 
[xi1 CM and, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, assume that Xi + x. Let 
g = r-‘T(X) and observe that r(gi) = r(Xi) + V(X) = r(g). Since y&E”, it follows 
that g E Ho and ag, + ug, and since yi + y, it follows that y E l$. The definition of gi 
and of g now shows that y E 2 c &! Therefore N is closed. 
TO prove that I? is an USC decomposition of N, we need a preliminary Lemma: 
For a given G-saturated open subset U of E”, let 0 = U {h E A( h n U # 0). Note 
that UnE” = U. 
Lemma 2.3. l?J is open in N 
Using Proposition 2.1(B) and some techniques in the proof of Proposition 2.1, 
the reader may verify that given h E R and an open set V in E”+mt’ containing 
h, there is a G-saturated open neighborhood U of h n E” in E” so that h c 0~ V. 
Since u is an open R-saturated subset of N, I? is USC. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We show that @\ 0 is closed. Let { yi} be a sequence in N\ 0 
with yi-* y and observe that since N is closed in E”+mtl, ye fi There are two 
possibilities-either y E E” or ye E”. We leave it to the reader to use Proposition 
2.1(B) to show that if YE E”, then ye U= on E”. Assuming that ye! E”, we find 
elements gi, ~EHG with yiE gi and YE g. By Proposition 2.1(A) we can write 
yi = Xi + fia, and y = x + t ug for appropriate Xi, X, tiv and t> 0 and as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1(A), since yi+ y and t# 0, we have q(gi)+ sr(g). Now it is clear 
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that y & 0 for if y E 0, then g c U and since ?r(g,) + r(g), eventually g, c U so that 
yi E ii, a contradiction. 
We have produced an USC decomposition G of J?Z”+~~’ which intersects down to 
E” to yield our original decomposition G. There is little hope in showing that G 
is shrinkable since, in general, G is not cell-like. However, without giving up upper 
semicontinuity, we modify G so as to obtain a cell-like decomposition d of E”+m+‘. 
Let g E HG and let y = x + fu, E g where x E co(g) and 0 s t s S(g) (Proposition 
2.1(A)). Let A[y] denote the straight line segment in Eg from y to the unique 
element in co(g) + 6(g)a, ‘above’ y; that is, A[y] = {x + sa, 1 t s s s S(g)}. Let g = 
lJ{A[y]Iyeg}cco(g)+A, and note that gcgc Eg and gnE”=g (see Fig. 2). 
It is easy to see that g’ is compact (closed and bounded) and, since g’ obviously is 
contractible in itself (first contract in the aB direction to the S(g) level, then contract 
co(g)), g‘ is cell-like. The analogs of Proposition 2.1(B) and Lemma 2.3 hold for g’ 
in place of g and these will be used in showing that the cell-like decomposition d 
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Lemma 2.4. (A) Proposirion 2.1(B) holds with g’ in place of g. (B) Let U be a 
G-saturated open subset of E” and define fi = IJ {h E d 1 h n CJ # 0). Then fi is open 
infi=NdUEn. 
Proof. (A) This is a Corollary of the construction of g’ from g and of Proposition 
2.1(B). 
(B) We show that fi = Ng u E” is a closed subset of J!Z”+~+’ in Proposition 2.5. 
Using this fact, the proof of (B) is exactly like that of Lemma 2.3 except that Lemma 
2.4(A) is used in place of Proposition 2.1(B). 
We are ready to state the Main Result of this Section. 
Proposition 2.5. d is a finite dimensional cell-like USC decomposition of En+“‘+‘. 
Proof. We have already observed that 6 is cell-like. In proving that d is USC, we 
follow the proof of Proposition 2.2. Let fi denote the decomposition of fi = NC u 
E” with Hfi=Hc. We show that fi is closed in En+“‘+’ and fi is an USC 
decomposition of 6 Once we know that 6 is USC, it follows that +(Ne) is naturally 
homeomorphic to n(N,) so that d is finite dimensional. (Here, 73 is the decomposi- 
tion map for 6.) 
Let wi E gI and w, --, w 6 E”. Exactly as in the proof that N is closed (Proposition 
2.2), using Lemma 2.4(A) in place of Proposition 2.1(B), there is some ge HG so 
that I + n(g). Let yi E gi with Wi E A[yi]. Then without loss of generality, yi + y 
for some YE fi Let ~7 be the decomposition map for G and observe that since 
P(gi)+ r(g), ii( ii(g). Since yi E gi and yi+ y, we have that *(gi)+ ii(y) SO 
that y E g. It is now easy to show that w E A[y] c g’c fi and thus fi is closed. 
We leave it to the reader to use Lemma 2.4(A) to show that if h E fi and V is 
an open set in En*“‘+’ containing h, then there is a G-saturated open neighborhood 
U of h n E” in E” so that h c fi c V. Since fi is an open G-saturated subset of 
i?, fi is USC. 
3. Main results 
d denotes the cell-like USC decomposition of En+‘“+’ constructed above from a 
given USC decomposition G of E” and a given embedding JI of n(N,) into the 
m-sphere Sm. 
Theorem 3.1. d is shrinkable provided one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) m 2 3 or (ii) m = 2, n 3 2, and G is l-dimensional. 
As an immediate corollary we have 
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Corollary 3.2. If G is an USC decomposition of E” and r(Nc;) embeds in S” where 
m 5 3, then En/G embeds as a closed subset of E ntmcl. If G is a 1 -dimensional USC 
decomposition of E “( n 5 2) and IT( NG) embeds in S’, then E “/ G embeds as a closed 
subset of En+‘. 
Corollary 3.2 provides at least a partial answer to the question posed in the 
introduction. 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a k-dimensional (k 3 0) USC decomposition of E”(n Z= 1). 
Then E” / G embeds as a closed subset of En+2k+2. 
Proof. If k 2 1, then 2k + 15 3 and since 7r(NG) embeds in Szkccl, Corollary 3.2 
implies that En/G embeds as a closed subset of En+2kc2. The proof of the O- 
dimensional case requires a separate argument which is included in an appendix at 
the end of the paper. 
We discuss the sharpness of Corollary 3.3 in Section 5. 
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a space that embeds as a closed subset of E” and let G be 
an USC decomposition of Xsuch that rr(NG) embeds in S” (m 3 3). Then Xl G embeds 
as a closed subset of En+“‘+‘. In particular, X/G embeds in EncZk+2 if G is 
k-dimensional. 
4. Proof of the Main Theorem 
We apply the Cell-like Approximation Theorem in order to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Since n+m+125 and Enfm+‘/d is obviously finite dimensional, it suffices to 
show that Entmtl /d satisfies the DDP. The strategy for doing this is as follows. 
First, we decompose $(r(NG)) into countably many compact subsets C,, C2, . . . 
and a subset L so that Ci n L = 0 for each i and the embedding dimension of each 
Ci and of each compact subset of L is <rn - 2 in Sm. Then given maps fi and fi of 
B2 into E”+m+l / 6, we produce approximate lifts F,, F2 : B2 + E n+m+l. By successive 
moves, we move F1 off of each Nd, = {g’] Q( n(g)) E Ci} so that in the limit we obtain 
a map pi: B2+ ER+m+’ /d approximating fi and with the property that II 
contains no point Sr(g’) if @(n(g)) E lJE, Ci where 7;: En+“‘+’ + E”fm+-r/d is the 
decomposition map. We then adjust F2 to obtain F; so that F;(B2) touches no 
g’~Hs if +(i)~p;(B’). Then I*; and pi=GF; satisfy p;(B2)n~L;(B2)n 
7j(Nd) = 0 and a final general position adjustment in the manifold part of the 
decomposition space produces the desired disjoint approximations. 
We use some results from the theory of embedding dimension of compacta in 
S”. The reader is referred to [l, Chapter 211 and [3] for standard results about 
embedding dimension. 
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Definition 4.1. A compact subset X of S” has embedding dimension 4 k, written 
dem X G k, if each (m - k - l)-dimensional (tamely embedded) polyhedron P in 
S” can be moved off of X by an arbitrarily small ambient isotopy of S”, with 
support arbitrarily close to X n P. As usual, dem X = k provided dem Xs k but 
not demXsk-1. 
Compact subsets of S” of embedding dimension k in many ways behave like 
compact k-dimensional subpolyhedra of S”. This point of view is reinforced by the 
following general position Theorem which is used later. 
Thoerem 4.2. [ 1. Proposition 21.111. Let X and Y be compact subsets of S” and 
let e > 0. Then there is an e-homeomorphism h of S” so that 
dem[h(X)n Y]sdemX+dem Y-m. 
In particular, since dem P = dim P whenever P is a subpolyhedron of S” and since 
embedding dimension is greater than or equal to dimension, we have the conclusion 
dim[h(X)n P]<dem X+dim P-m 
in case P is a subpolyhedron of S”. A standard proof of this fact involves successively 
moving X off of the (m - dem X - 1) -skeleta of finer and finer triangulations of P 
by space homeomorphisms of S” so that in the limit one obtains a homeomorphism 
h of 9” which pushes X off of each (m -dem X - I)-skeleton. Then h(X) n P 
retracts to the dual [dim P- (m -dem X- 1) - l]-skeleton of each triangulation so 
that dim[h(X)nP]GdimP-(m-demX-l)-l=demX+dimP-m. 
Let C be any compact subset of +( T(~V~)) of embedding dimension 4 m - 2 in 
S” and let d denote the USC decomposition of E”+mtl induced from 6 by C. That 
is, d is the decmposition of E”+mtl whose nondegenerate elements are precisely 
those g’ E Ha such that +( r(g)) E C. In this Section, p denotes the metric for E”+m+’ 
and p’ for E “+m+1/6 while 7T is the decomposition map for 6. The following 
Lemma holds in case n 2 1 and m z 3 or in case n 2 2 and m = 2. 
Lemma 4.2. Let e, a > 0. Then any map F: B* + EntmC1 can be approximated by a 
map p: B*+ EnCmC1 so thatp’(+F,Gi;Cr)<&, ~L(B*)~NG=~, and p(p(B’),E”)2, 
,o(F(B’), En)-a. 
The author is indebted to R.J. Daverman for suggesting the use of embedding 
dimension as a condition to restrict C in lieu of the author’s original condition in 
Lemma 4.2. This allowed for a more unified and cohesive treatment of the Main 
Results. 
Proof of Lemma. Without loss of generality, we may assume that F is a p.1. 
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embedding in general position with respect to E” so that F(B’) n E” = 0 (since 
n+m+1~5). Then F(B’)c E”XS”X(O,a) and we write F=(F,,F,,FJ where 
F; is F followed by projection to the ith factor of E” x S” x (O,OO) for i = 1,2,3. 
Approximate F2 by a p.1. map f2 so that f2 embeds each simplex of some sufficiently 
fine finite triangulation T of B’. Then f2(Bz) is a 2-dimensional polyhedron in S” 
and we use the general position theorem for embedding dimension (Theorem 4.2) 
to produce an approximation pz = hfi of f2 with dim[pL,(B’) n C]s 0 where h is a 
homeomorphism of Sm. Since pz embeds each simplex of T, dim p;‘(C) < 0. 
Let u = (F,, pz, F3) and let A = u-‘(N+) so that A consists of all points b E B’ 
such that u( 6) E g’ for some g’ E Hs. Then A c p;‘(C) and therefore A is a compact 
O-dimensional subset of B*. Let b E A and suppose that u(b) E A[y] c g’ E Hg where 
y E g (see the definition of g’). Given an arbitrary e-saturated open neighborhood 
I/ of i, there are open sets Vc E” and W c S” and a closed interval [p, y] with 
6(g)<y so that A[y]c Vx Wx[/Ly]c Cl and so that 6(g’)<y for any g’EHo 
with cL(n(g’)) E W n C. The only difficulty here is in choosing W. First choose V, 
W’, and [/3, y] so that 6(g)< y and A[y]c VX W’x[p, y]c U and note that 
$(rr(g))E W’n C. Since G is USC and 6(g)< y, there is a small neighborhood 
WC W’ such that 6(g’) < y for every g’ E Ho with +( r(g’)) E Wn C. Now let D 
beany2-cellin B*withaDnp;‘(C)=Oand u(D)c VX WX[p, y].Since@;‘(C) 
is compact, there is another 2-cell D’ c int D with p;‘(C) n D c int D’. Let V: D + 
[0, l] be a Urysohn function with v(aD) =0 and v(D’) = 1 and define ug: D-, 
E “++I via ~~(x)=(F,(x),p,(x), ~(x)y+(l-v(x))FJx)) for XED. Note that 
uD (t3D = u 1 8D. It is clear that u,(D) c VX WX[p, y]c U and it is easy to show 
that ~~(0) A NQ = 0. (Recall that Proposition 2.1(A) and the definition of h’ imply 
that ~cco(h)+A,=co(h)x{+(r(h))}x[O,6(h)] for &ERG.) 
We have shown that for each b E A and each S > 0, there is an n > 0 so that if 
D is a 2-cell contained in the n-neighborhood of b and whose boundary misses 
p;‘(C), then there is a map uD: D+ Enfm+’ so that ~(~Fu(x), kD(x)) < S for all 
XED, uDjaD= ul?~D, and uo( D) n Ng = 0. Furthermore, p(t’n(x), E”) 2 
P(u(x), E”). 
Assume that all the previous general position moves and approximations have 
been so small that &+F, 7;~) < c/2 and p(F, u) c a/2. Since A is compact O- 
dimensional we can find finitely many pairwise disjoint 2-cells D1, . . . , Di whose 
boundaries miss p;‘(C) and which cover A and maps uD, for i = 1,. . , j as above. 
The maps uo, are forced to satisfy 6(&(x), &,(x))< e/2. Let CL: B*+ E”+m+l 
bedefinedbypIDi=u,,fori=l,.,..,jandp = u otherwise. Then p satisfies the 
conclusions of the lemma. 
Remark. Lemma 4.2 is much easier to prove in case dem C c m - 3 since we can 
let p = (F,, p2, F3) where p2 is a general position move of F2 so that p2(B2) n C =0. 
This is all we need to prove Theorem 3.1 in case m 2 5. It is the inclusion of the 
low dimensional cases in Theorem 3.1 which requires dem C 4 m - 2 and therefore 
requires a more difficult proof for the lemma. 
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We now show that we can decompose cL( r(NG)) into countably many compact 
subsets C,, C,, . . . and a subset L so that Ci n L = 0 for each i and the embedding 
dimension of each Ci and of each compact subset of L is srn - 2. If m 2 3, m = 2r 
or m = 2r+ 1 for some I 2 1. Write $( r(NG)) = Uz, a, where each ai is compact 
(r(No) is a a-compacturn since No = I_);“=, NG( l/i) is an F, subset of the a-compact 
space E”) and let Tj be a sequence of triangulations of S” with mesh Tj+O. Let 
Cij = Vi n TI” and L = +( n(NG))\lJ {Cij 1 all i and i} and rename the Cij to obtain 
the C,. Then each Ci is compact and dim C s r g m - 2 so that dem C s m - 2 where 
C is any Ci or any compact subset of L. Note that r s m - 3 if m 3 5. If m = 2 and 
dim v(NG) = 1, a simpler argument yields the desired decomposition. 
For each i, let di be the USC decomposition of En+“!+’ induced from Ci by 6. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let f,, f?: BZ+ E”+“‘+‘/d be maps and let E > 0. Choose 
approximate lifts F,,_E2 :_B_‘-? JZz+’ for f,, fi so~that @(_e Fi, fi) s .5/3 for i = 1, 2 
and assume that F, (B’) n En = 0 (by general position, since n + 2 < n + m + 1). L_et 
7 =(1/2) *p(F,(B’), E”) and let U= B,(E”, E”+‘“+‘)\N6~,,, so that LI is a G- 
saturated open subset of E”+“+’ containing all g’ E NE of diameter less than t). By 
Lemma 4.2, we know that for any 6> 0 and for each i, we can find a map 
g: B2 -, En+“‘+’ satisfying (i) #g( B2) n v?(Nd,) = 0, (ii) p’( Gg, 7;F,) < 6, and (iii) 
p(g(B2>, E”) > T]. Using (i) and (ii) in conjunction with a well-known limit argument, 
since each +(Ne,) is compact, we can successively move 7;Fr off of each ~(NG,) 
by moves so small that we obtain a limit map pi with b(pi, GF,) < &/3 and 
p{(B2)n7j(UEl Nd,)=0. Since 7;(U) is open, (iii) implies that P{ can be 
chosen so that pi(B’) n 7j( U) =0. As a consequence, if g’~Hc and 
7;(&~p{(B’) then $(p(g))~U~r Ci and 6(&sq. Therefore, the set C= 
{+(r(g)) E 9(r(No))l6(& E CL;(B~)I=P’,(B~) n +(NE(~,) is a compact subset of 
L and the embedding dimension of C is s m - 2 in Sm. Let 4 be the decomposition 
of E”+mtl induced from d by C. Lemma 4.2 applies to give a map pi: B2-, 
E n+mt1/6 so that p;(B’)n Z(Nd) =0 and c(p;, +F2) < ~/3. Observe that 
~1’1(B*)n~~;(B’)n7;(N~)=0 
andsince~~(B2)n7;(U)=0,~~(B2)n~L;(B2)~(E”+m+’/~)\7i(E”),an(n+m+ 
1)-manifold. A final general position adjustment in the manifold part of the 
decomposition space yields the desired disjoint approximations CL, and pz. 
5. Examples 
For 2k + 1 > n > 1, dimension theory provides a sharpening of Corollary 3.3 if G 
is closed k-dimensional. In this case, dim E “/ G = m = max{n, k} and E “/ G embeds 
in E2mt1 (2m + 1 c n + 2k + 2 since 2k + 1 > n). As mentioned in the introduction, 
En/G embeds in En+’ provided G is cell-like and n 2 4. An affirmative answer 
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to the following question would completely answer the question posed in the 
introduction. 
Does there exist a (nonclosed and non-cell-like) k-dimensional USC decomposition 
G of E” for which En/G does not embed in En+2kt’? 
In [5], Gillman shows that for each integer m, m 2 1, there exists a decomposition 
of slm-1 with nondegenerate elements consisting of five (m - l)-spheres such that 
the associated decomposition space cannot be embedded in S*“. This provides an 
affirmative answer to the above question in case k = 0 and n is odd. More recently, 
R.J. Daverman has provided an affirmative answer to the question in case k is an 
arbitrary non-negative integer and n is odd. His examples, which we construct 
below, not only show that Corollary 3.3 is sharp in case n is odd, but also that 
Corollary 3.3 is off by no more than one dimension in case n is even. 
Example 5.1. Let k 3 0 be an integer and let n = 2m + 1 or 2m + 2. Then there is 
a k-dimensional USC decomposition G of E” whose decomposition space E”/ G 
does not embed in E2m+Zk+2. 
The example is constructed so that En/G contains a copy of Flores’ example [4] 
of an (m + k + 1) -dimensional complex that does not embed in EZm+2k+2. 
Let LO be Flores’ (m + k + 1)-dimensional complex and for r 2 1, recursively define 
L, to be the star of the m-skeleton of L,_, in the second barycentric subdivision of 
L,-, and define 0, to be the dual k-skeleton of L,-,. Thus II,+, c L,= 
st(LiY’i, p2Ll_,) c p2’L0. We use geometric barycenters so that mesh L, + 0 as r+ ~0. 
There is a standard surjective p.1. map h,: L,+= L,_, which is one to one over 
precisely L,_,\D, and which is limited by /?L,_, (that is, h, maps each simplex u of 
L, into a simplex o of pL,_,). The h,‘s can be chosen so carefully that for each 
s<r, hs+,o. - - 0 h, is limited by /?‘-‘L,. Let L, denote the limit of the inverse 
sequence {L, h,} of compact polyhedra. The following diagram induces a map 
h:L,+LO. 
Lo 2-- L, 2- L* .A L, 
ha c--_. . . 
id 
J “IL %“,J “,V,J 
LO = Lo = Lo = Lo = . . . 
It is obvious that h is surjective since h is given by h(x,-,, x,, . . ) = (x0, x0,. . . ) = x0 
and it is straightforward to show that h is one to one over Lo\9 where 9 = D, u 
h,(D2)u h,hz(D3)u. -. . Furthermore, L, is a compact m-dimensional space. This 
follows from classical characterizations of the dimensions of compacta in terms of 
properties of inverse sequences determining the compacta (see for example [7, 
Thoerem 4.11). 
Let G, denote the USC decomposition of L, induced by h. Since h is surjective 
we can write Lo= h(N,J u h(L,\N,J. Since Lo is (m + k + 1)-dimensional and 
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h(L,\N,=) is less than or equal to m-dimensional,classicaldimension theory[6, p. 281 
implies that G, is greater than or equal to k-dimensional. Since h is one to one 
over Lo\9 and 9 is k-dimensional, G, must be less than or equal to k-dimensional 
(by definition). Thus G, is a k-dimensional USC decomposition of the m-dimensional 
space L,. (Actually, h is one to one over precisely Lo\9 so that immediately G, 
is seen to be k-dimensional.) 
Since L, is m-dimensional, L, embeds in E” (n = 2m + 1 or 2m + 2) and we let 
G denote the trivial extension to E” of the image of G, under such an embedding. 
Since L, is compact, G is an USC decomposition of E”. G is k-dimensional since 
G, is and En/G contains a copy of Lo since L,/G,== Lo. 
Question 5.2. If n is even, does there exist a k-dimensional USC decomposition G 
of E” for which En/G does not embed in En+zkt’? 
Appendix 
We prove that if G is a O-dimensional USC decomposition of E”, then E”/G 
embeds as a closed subset of En+‘. The argument employs an amalgamation 
technique in conjunction with ‘by hands’ partial shrinking of amalgamated ecompo- 
sitions. The author is indebted to J.J. Walsh for suggesting this approach to the 
problem. 
We begin with a special case by supposing that cl No- is compact so that we can 
cover r(No) by open sets VE 7r, with the following properties: Vi is a countable 
cover of r(iVG) by sets open in En/G so that each cl V is compact and so that 
pi = {cl V: V E ‘T,} is pairwise disjoint. In particular, Fr Vn r(NG) = 0 for each 
VE ‘If, and we assume further that Vn a(Nc;) # 0 for each such V. Let ‘Bi = 
{Vcz ‘?f,[Zlg~ G with S(g)a1/2’and no V}(i= 1,2,. . .)anddefine V(,.,)=‘%, 
and 7r(i,i,=%i\%i_i (i=2,3,... ). Then we assume that ‘Y”(,.i) is finite for each i 
and for i = 2,3,. . . , if V E ‘Tl,,jj, then diam cl V < l/2’ and 6( rr-‘(cl V)) < l/2’-*. 
Let Gi be the decomposition of E” with HG, ={v-‘(cl V) 1 VE Y;}. Then G, is 
a null sequence decomposition of E” and Gi is an amalgamation of G (for each 
g E G there is a g, E G, so that g c g,). We write G < G, to denote this. We now 
construct a null sequence decomposition 6, of En+* into starlike sets. For each 
g E’G~, let xp E co (g) and choose b8 E S’ and an interval (0,, I,$) (angular measure) 
about bB in S’ so that {(e,, I,&) ]g E &,} is pairwise disjoint. Let cB = xs + S(g)b, E 
E” X E* and let g’ be the geometric cone of g in En+* with cone point c,. Note that 
6(g) < 3 * S(g). Let 6, be the decomposition of En+* with HE, = {g’lg E &,}. 
6, is an USC decomposition of En+’ into points and countably many starlike sets 
and therefore is strongly shrinkable, that is, for each open set W containing NE, 
there is a shrinking homeomorphism fulfilling the shrinkability criterion that keeps 
each point of En+*\ W fixed. Let hl be a homeomorphism of En+* shrinking 6, to 
$-size (6(h,(&) -c! for each g’). 
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Choose an open cover “r/; of n(No) similar to Vi with vZ < 7r,. Define ‘V~+i, 
similarly to ‘V (1.i) and assume that Y; is chosen so that each ‘Y0.i) is finite and for 
V E Ir(z.i)y diam ~1 V < l/2 ‘+’ for i=l,2,... and S(n-‘(cl V)) c l/2’-’ for i = 
2,3,. . . . Let Gz be the decomposition of E_” with Ho* ={T-‘(cl V)l VE Y;}. G2 
is a null sequence decomposition of E” and G < G2 < Gi. 
We now construct, with certain controls, a null sequence decomposition 6, of 
E “+* into starlike sets. For each g E Ho,, let U, be an open neighborhood of g’ so 
that S(hi( r/,)) Ct. Choose 0, < 0: < I& < I,& so that for each y E (e:, I&>, the cone 
of g in En+* with cone point xs + S(g) y lies in U,. Let JB = {j E HGz 1 j c g} and let 
n=p(g, E”+*\U8). For ea c h j E JB, choose bi E (Ok, $L) and ‘buffer’ sets (0, Gj) as 
before SO that {( 0, $j) 1 j E JB} is pairwise disjoint and so that 0; < ej < Jli < I& Let 
xjEco(j).IfS(j)~~/3,letcj=X,+S(g)bjandif6(j)<11/3,letcj=xj+S(j)biLet 
f be the cone of j in E “+* with cone point Cj and observe that jc U, for each jE JB 
Let 6, be the decomposition of En+’ with He, = { fl jE HoL}. Then 6, is a null 
sequence decomposition of En+* into starlike sets and h,(G,) is a null sequence 
decomposition of E n+2 into starlike equivalent sets and therefore is strongly 
shrinkable. 
For each g E Ho, and jE JB, choose an open neighborhood Wj of i with the 
following properties: (i) WjC U,, (ii) given g’# g and j’E J,,, Wjn Wj*=fl, (iii) Wj 
is G2-saturated, and (iv) Wj n E” c int g. Let W2={ Wj / j E H,,} and let W2 = 
LJ { Wj 1 jc HoI}. Let h2 be a homeomorphism of En+’ satisfying: (a) h2 I E”+*\hl( W*) 
is the identity, (b) h2 is limited by h,(W;), (c) h2 shrinks h,(G,) to Q-size, and (d) 
p(h,,id)<$ 
We continue in this manner making sure that when we choose Uj for j E Ho*, we have 
UjC W, After countably many steps, we obtain the following: 
1) A sequence G,, G2,. . of null sequence decompositions of E” with G < * * * < 
***<G,<G, so that if gcG and gcg,EGk (k=l,2,...) then g= 
;p:, gk E G. 
2) A sequence Gi, G2,. . of null sequence decompositions of En+* into starlike 
Sets with G, n E” = Gk. 
3) For each k = 2,3,. . . a Gk-saturated cover %“k = { Wj I j E HoL} Of Nd, satisfy- 
ing tik+i< “ztr, and (i) j c Wj, (ii) Win W/=0 if jcg, j’cg’ and gfg’ for 
grg’EHGk_, and (iii) if jEHGk,,, gcHGkr and jcg, then WjnE”cintg. 
4) A sequence h,, h2,. . . of homeomorphisms of En+* satisfying (i) 
hk 1 E”+2\hk_l 0 - e-~h,(W~)=idwhere wk=U{wlwE~k},(ii) hl, islimitedby 
hk_l 0 * . - 0 hl(“Nrk), (iii) hk shrinks hk-, 0 - . * 0 h,(ek) to 1/2k+1-siZe, and (iv) 
p(hk, id) < 1/2k-L (follows from (ii) and 5). 
5) For each k = 1,2, . . . and g E H,,, an open set U, 2 g so that 
8(hk 0 * . - 0 h,( U,)) < 1/2k+’ and if jc g where jc HGrt,, then U, 1 Wj 3 Vi* 
For each k=l,2,..., let Hk=hko* - . 0 hl. According to 4)(iv), {Hk} forms a 
Cauchy sequence measured in the sup-norm metric and therefore there is a map 
Hz En+*_, E”+* with Hk + H. We leave it to the reader to use 1) through 5) to 
show that HIE”:E” + H(E”) realizes G and therefore En/G embeds in En+* 
(whenever cl No is compact). 
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If cl NC is not compact, let I): E” + int I” c E” be a homeomorphism and let 3 
be the O-dimensional USC decomposition of E” induced by Cc, and the addition of a 
single extra nondegenerate lement to 3, namely c~Z”. Then 
E”fG 2 E” 2 En M En/$3 L* En+’ 
is an embedding which easily is modified to obtain a closed embedding. 
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